Abstract. This paper, based on the key-frame polygon sequence, proposes a method that makes use of dynamic correction to develop continuous animation. Firstly we use quadratic Bezier curve to interpolate the corresponding sides vector of polygon sequence consecutive frame and realize the continuity of animation sequences. And then, according to Bezier curve characteristic, we conduct dynamic regulation to interpolation parameters and implement the changing smoothness. Meanwhile, we take use of Lagrange Multiplier Method to correct the polygon and close it. Finally, we provide the concrete algorithm flow and present numerical experiment results. The experiment results
Introduction
As the base of computer animation techniques, two-dimensional animation is a research highlights of current computer science. Two-dimensional animation can be implemented through boundary polygon deformation, so the main mathematical model of two-dimensional animation is polygon deformation techniques. That is to say, in some method to design medium growing change process, the initial object continuously changes to target object on the vision. It is also called 2D-Shape blending. Polygon deformation techniques is widely applied in many fields, such as computer graphics, virtual reality, industry simulation, visualization in scientific computing, bio-medical engineering and so on. And it has already been the important part of computer animation techniques. As an emerging research field, it is with important academic value and research value.
Fundamental assumption and Define
The deformation process of polygon, without considering the effect of adjacent cycle, need to meet following conditions. In the process to implement continuous animation, in order to make the polygon continuously transit in different change periods, we need to weaken condition (b) according to requirements, so as to achieve the continuity of deformation track during different periods. 
Polygon closure correction
The polygon formed by above method cannot completely close.That is to say,it is not real sense of polygon. Therefore, we need to amendment the results. 
Numerical experiment result
There are many experiments using the method mentioned above. As Figure 4 , it is the deformation animation from Chinese character "凹"to a circular. 
